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Abstract
In this paper, we provide the algebraic foundations to the theory of relative bounded cohomology.
In particular, we prove that the relative bounded cohomology of spaces depends only on their
fundamental groups. We also prove Gromov’s Equivalence theorem and Relative mapping theorem
for relative bounded cohomology, stated by Gromov without proofs in [M. Gromov, Publ. Math.
IHES 56 (1982) 5–100].
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1. Introduction
The theory of bounded cohomology recently started attracting more attention. The
absolute bounded cohomology was first defined for discrete groups. It appeared in a
version due to P. Trauber of a theorem of Hirsch and Thurston to the effect that the
bounded cohomology of an amenable group is zero. Afterwards, Gromov [2] defined
bounded cohomology of topological spaces both for the absolute case and for the relative
case. He also proved a number of profound theorems about it [2]. Moreover, Gromov [2]
applied the theory of bounded cohomology to Riemannian geometry, thus demonstrating
the importance of this theory. Even though the importance of the theory was recognized
immediately after Gromov’s contribution, further work in his direction was hindered by the
difficulty of his paper [2]. The proofs in [2] are based on a specific technique developed by
Gromov, which he called the theory of simplicial multicomplexes, rather than on standard
ideas of algebraic topology.
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Brooks [1] made a first step in understanding the theory of bounded cohomology from
a more conventional point of view using ideas of homological algebra. However, his
approach was incomplete in at least two respects: it did not let one precisely reconstruct the
natural norm on bounded cohomology groups and it used Gromov’s fundamental theorem
about the bounded cohomology of simply connected spaces.
In [3] Ivanov improved Brooks’s approach using a suitable version of the relative
homological algebra, modified so that it takes into account a natural seminorm in
the bounded cohomology. He proved Gromov’s vanishing theorem for the bounded
cohomology of simply connected spaces by using the results of Dold and Thom. He
also proved an analogue of Leray’s theorem about coverings in the theory of bounded
cohomology by using the theory of sheaves.
It seems by now that the absolute case of the theory, the first part of Gromov’s paper
[2], is fairly well understood and new applications of its ideas emerged. However, little
progress has been made on the relative case of the theory. This is, to a great extent, due to
the lack of understanding of the theory from a more conventional point of view as well as
the lack of proper foundation.
The main purpose of this paper is to make up for this defect in the relative case of the
theory by providing the algebraic foundation and appropriate definitions. Based on these
definitions, the proofs in this paper are very standard and easy to follow. This work may
well facilitate a better understanding of Gromov’s own applications, and even the potential
applications for Riemannian geometry and other fields.
The present paper extends the homological algebra approach to the theory of the
bounded cohomology from the absolute to the relative case which plays an important role
in Gromov’s theory. Moreover, we extend the theory from the usual case of a pair of spaces
(X,Y ) with Y ⊂ X to the more general case of any continuous map Y →X of spaces X
and Y . Similarly, we extend a pair of groups (G,A) with A ⊂ G to any homomorphism
A→G of groups G and A. In this general case, the pairs (X,Y ) and (G,A) correspond
to inclusions Y ↪→X and A ↪→G, respectively.
An important feature of the theory is that the bounded cohomology of a connected
topological space and its fundamental group coincide. That makes it possible to study
the bounded cohomology theory simultaneously from two view points: group theory and
topology.
Our more general framework with continuous maps and homomorphisms turns out to
be necessary for comparing the relative bounded cohomology of spaces with the relative
bounded cohomology of groups (see Theorem 4.3).
Let X be a topological space. For every n  0, we denote by Sn(X) the set of n-di-
mensional singular simplices in X and by Cn(X) the real n-dimensional singular cochain
group, that is, the set of all functions Sn(X)→R. As is well known, the sequence
0 → C0(X) d0−→ C1(X) d1−→ C2(X) d2−→ · · ·
is a complex, where d is defined by dnf (σ)=∑n+1i=0 (−1)if (∂iσ ) and ∂iσ is the ith face
of the singular simplex σ .
The cohomology of this complex is H ∗(X), the real singular cohomology group of
X. Let Bn(X) ⊂ Cn(X) be the space of bounded functions Sn(X)→ R. Its elements are
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called bounded cochains. There is a natural norm ‖ · ‖ in the space Bn(X) given by ‖f ‖ =
sup{|f (σ)| | σ ∈ Sn(X)} which turns it into a Banach space and dnBn(X)⊂ Bn+1(X).
The cohomology of the complex
0 → B0(X) d0−→ B1(X) d1−→ B2(X) d2−→ · · ·
is called the bounded cohomology of X and is denoted by Ĥ ∗(X).
On Ĥ ∗(X) there is a natural seminorm ‖ · ‖ defined by ‖[c]‖ = inf‖f ‖ for a cohomol-
ogy class [c] of Ĥ ∗(X), where the infimum is taken over all bounded cochains f in B∗(X)
representing the cohomology class [c]. Notice that the inclusions B∗(X) ↪→ C∗(X) induce
a canonical map Ĥ ∗(X)→H ∗(X), which in general is neither injective nor surjective.
The first basic result of the theory is that the bounded cohomology of a simply connected
space is equal to zero (see Theorem 2.4 in [3]). Moreover, Ĥ ∗(X) depends only on the
fundamental group π1(X) (see Section 3.1 in [2], also see Theorem 4.1 in [3]).
There is a group-theoretic analogue of bounded cohomology, which we recall here. For
a discrete group G, let B(Gn)= {f :Gn → R | ‖f ‖<∞}, where ‖f ‖ = sup{|f (g1, . . . ,
gn)| | (g1, . . . , gn) ∈Gn}. Then B(Gn) is a bounded G-module by which we mean B(Gn)
is a real Banach space together with the G-action g · f (g1, . . . , gn)= f (g1, . . . , gng) such
that ‖g · f ‖ ‖f ‖. There is a G-resolution of the trivial G-module R
0 →R d−1−→B(G) d0−→ B(G2) d1−→B(G3) d2−→ · · · ,
called the standard G-resolution, where the boundary operators are defined by the formulas
d−1(c)(g)= c and for every n 0
dn(f )(g1, . . . , gn+2) = (−1)n+1f (g2, . . . , gn+2)
+
n+1∑
i=1
(−1)n+1−if (g1, . . . , gigi+1, . . . , gn+2).
Let B(Gn)G = {f ∈ B(Gn) | g · f = f for all g ∈ G}. By restricting the differentials dn,
we get a complex
0 → B(G)G →B(G2)G→ B(G3)G→·· · .
The cohomology of this complex is called the bounded cohomology of G and is denoted
by Ĥ ∗(G) (see (3.4) in [3]).
Now let us consider the relative situation. Let ϕ :Y →X be a continuous map of spaces.
We consider the mapping cone Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y ) and its boundary operator defined by
dn(un, vn−1)=
(
∂nun,−ϕnun − ∂ ′n−1vn−1
)
,
where ∂∗ and ∂ ′∗ are the boundary operators on B∗(X) and B∗(Y ) respectively and
ϕ∗ :B∗(X) → B∗(Y ) is a cochain map induced by ϕ. These boundary operators make
{Bn(X)⊕ Bn−1(Y ), dn} into a complex. We call the nth cohomology of this complex the
nth relative bounded cohomology of X modulo Y and denote it by Ĥ n(Y ϕ→X). We define
a norm ‖ · ‖ on Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y ) by setting∥∥(un, vn−1)∥∥=max{‖un‖,‖vn−1‖}.
This norm induces a seminorm ‖ · ‖ on Ĥ ∗(Y ϕ→X).
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For a homomorphism of groups ϕ :A→ G we define Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→ G) with a seminorm
depending on the choice of a pair of G- and A-resolutions. The canonical seminorm on
Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) is defined as the infimum of seminorms arising from all allowable pairs (see
Definition 3.1) of G- and A-resolutions. As an important example, the group Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G)
is defined as the cohomology of the complex of the mapping cone {B(Gn+1)G⊕B(An)A},
induced from the standard G- and A-resolutions. In fact, as in the absolute case, the
canonical seminorm is equal to the seminorm arising from the standard G- and A-
resolution.
If we consider, instead of a general continuous map of spaces Y →X, an inclusion map
ϕ :Y ↪→X, where Y ⊂X, then there is an exact sequence
0 → ker(ϕ∗) ↪→ Bn(X) ϕ∗−→ Bn(Y )→ 0,
where ϕ∗ is the cochain map induced by ϕ. It is obvious that {ker(ϕ∗)} is a complex. In [2]
Gromov defined the relative bounded cohomology groups Ĥ ∗(X,Y ) as the cohomology
groups of the complex {ker(ϕ∗)}. While our definition is different from Gromov’s, there is
a canonical isomorphism of vector spaces
Hn(β) : Ĥ n(X,Y )→ Ĥ n(Y ↪→X)
which carries the seminorm on Ĥ n(X,Y ) to a norm equivalent to the seminorm on
Ĥ n(Y
ϕ→X). In fact, we have an explicit estimate:
1
n+ 2
∥∥[f ]∥∥ ∥∥Hn(β)[f ]∥∥ ∥∥[f ]∥∥ for [f ] ∈ Ĥ n(X,Y ).
It remains unknown if the map Hn(β) is actually an isometry.
For a pair of groups G and A⊂G, by analogy with Gromov’s definition of Ĥ ∗(X,Y ),
we can define the relative bounded cohomology groups Ĥ ∗(G,A) by using the exact
sequence
0 → ker(pn) ↪→ B(Gn+1)G pn−→B(An+1)A→ 0.
If we follow this approach, then, for a pair of spaces X and Y ⊂ X, we can define
Ĥ ∗(π1X,π1Y ) only when the natural inclusion map Y ↪→ X induces an injective
homomorphism π1Y → π1X. In this case, there is an isomorphism
Ĥ ∗(X,Y )→ Ĥ ∗(π1X,π1Y )
which carries the seminorm on Ĥ n(X,Y ) to a norm equivalent to the seminorm on
Ĥ n(π1X,π1Y ). In general the induced homomorphism π1Y → π1X is not injective,
which forces us to adopt the more general point of view.
Using our definitions, for a continuous map ϕ :Y →X and the induced homomorphism
ϕ∗ :π1Y → π1X, we can construct a cochain map
Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y )→B((π1X)n+1)π1X ⊕B((π1Y )n)π1Y .
It turns out that the group Ĥ n(Y ϕ→ X) is canonically isomorphic with the group
Ĥ n(π1Y
ϕ∗−→ π1X) and this isomorphism carries the seminorm on Ĥ n(Y ϕ→ X) to the
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canonical seminorm on Ĥ n(π1Y
ϕ∗−→ π1X). So the relative bounded cohomology ofspaces also coincides with the relative bounded cohomology of their fundamental groups.
This supports the idea that our definition of relative bounded cohomology is more natural.
Amenable groups, whose definition is recalled in Section 2.1.5, play a special role in the
theory of bounded cohomology. One of the important facts is that the bounded cohomology
of an amenable group is zero. One of our main results is that Ĥ ∗(Y ϕ→X) is isometrically
isomorphic with Ĥ ∗(X) if the group π1Y is amenable.
Now we describe the content of the paper. In Section 2, we review the basic definitions
and results of the theory of absolute bounded cohomology following Ivanov’s paper
[3]. In Section 3, following the ideas of relative homological algebra, we construct the
theory of relative bounded cohomology of a discrete group G modulo A of a group
homomorphism ϕ :A → G [Definition 3.3]. For an amenable group A, we prove that
the groups Ĥ ∗(G) and Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→ G) are isometrically isomorphic [Theorem 3.14].
Also, for a subgroup A of G and the natural inclusion map ϕ :A ↪→ G, we prove that
the group Ĥ ∗(G,A) is isomorphic to Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→ G) and the isomorphism carries the
seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G,A) to a norm equivalent to the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G)
[Theorem 3.19]. In Section 4, we define the relative bounded cohomology of a space X
modulo Y of a continuous map Y ϕ→ X. The main result of this section is that relative
bounded cohomology of a continuous map of connected spaces is isometrically isomorphic
to relative bounded cohomology of the induced homomorphism of fundamental groups
[Theorem 4.3].
2. Absolute bounded cohomology
In this section, we review the basic definitions and results of the theory of bounded
cohomology following [3].
Throughout this section G denotes a discrete group.
2.1. Bounded cohomology of groups
2.1.1. Bounded G-modules
By a bounded left G module we mean a real Banach space V together with a left
action of G on V such that ‖g · v‖  ‖v‖ for all g ∈G and v ∈ V . We define a bounded
right G-module similarly. We will call a bounded left G-module simply a G-module. For
two G-modules V and W , a bounded linear operator V → W that commutes with the
action of G is called a G-morphism. The simplest important example of G-module is
R with the trivial action of G. Another important example of G-module is B(Gn) the
set of all bounded functions f :Gn → R, where Gn =G×G× · · · ×G︸ ︷︷ ︸
n
has the action:
g · f (g1, . . . , gn−1, gn)= f (g1, . . . , gn−1, gng).
More generally, for any Banach space V , we consider the space B(G,V ) of functions
f :G→ V such that ‖f ‖ = sup{|f (g)| | g ∈ G} <∞. Then B(G,V ) is a Banach space
with the norm ‖·‖ and the action defined by g ·f (h)= f (hg) turns it into a G-module. It is
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clear that the space B(Gn+1) is isomorphic with B(G,B(Gn)), where B(Gn) is considered
simply as a Banach space.
2.1.2. Relatively injective G-modules
An injective G-morphism of G-modules i :V →W is said to be strongly injective if
there exists a bounded linear operator σ :W → V such that σ ◦ i = id and ‖σ‖ 1. We call
a G-module U relatively injective if, for any strongly injective G-morphism of G-modules
i :V → W and any G-morphism of G-modules α :V → U , there exists a G-morphism
β :W → U such that β ◦ i = α and ‖β‖  ‖α‖. For example, for any Banach space V ,
the G-module B(G,V ) is relatively injective. In particular, the G-modules B(Gn) are
relatively injective (see Lemma 3.2.2 in [3]).
2.1.3. Resolutions
By a strong relatively injective G-resolution of a G-module V we mean a sequence of
G-modules and G-morphisms of the form
0 → V d−1−−−→ V0 d0−→ V1 d1−→ V2 d2−→ · · ·
which is exact as a sequence of vector spaces and satisfies the following two conditions:
(i) the sequence is provided with a contracting homotopy, i.e., a sequence of bounded
linear operators kn :Vn → Vn−1 such that dn−1 ◦ kn + kn+1 ◦ dn = id for every n  0
and k0 ◦ d−1 = id and also ‖ kn ‖ 1;
(ii) every G-module Vn is relatively injective.
The standard G-resolution
0 →R d−1−−−→B(G) d0−→ B(G2) d1−→B(G3) d2−→ · · ·
is a strong relatively injective resolution with the contracting homotopy
R←−
k0
B(G)←−
k1
B
(
G2
)←−
k2
· · ·
defined by the formula kn(f )(g1, . . . , gn)= f (g1, . . . , gn,1). It plays an important role in
the theory of bounded cohomology.
2.1.4. Bounded cohomology of groups
For any G-module V , we denote by V G the space of G-invariant elements in V , that is,
V G = {v ∈ V | g · v = v for all g ∈G}.
For any strong relatively injective G-resolution of the trivial G-module R
0 →R→ V0 → V1 → V2 →·· ·
the induced sequence
0 → VG0 → V G1 → VG2 →·· ·
is a complex and the cohomology of this complex depends only on G. Its nth cohomology
group is called the nth bounded cohomology group of G and is denoted by Ĥ n(G). Note
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that on Ĥ ∗(G) there is a natural seminorm that induces a natural topological vector space
structure on it. Also note that this seminorm depends on the choice of resolution.
We define the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G) as the infimum of the seminorms that
arise from all resolutions. In fact, this infimum is achieved by the standard resolution,
that is, the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G), defined by the standard G-resolution, coincides with the
canonical seminorm (see Theorem 3.6 in [3]). We remark that Ĥ ∗(G) is a contravariant
functor of G.
2.1.5. Amenable groups
Amenable groups play a special role in the theory of bounded cohomology. Roughly
speaking, for bounded functions on amenable groups, one can define their mean value in
a natural way. One of the important facts is that the bounded cohomology of an amenable
group is zero (see Section 3 in [2] and Theorem 3.8.4 in [3]).
Let S be a set. The space B(S) of all bounded functions on S is a Banach space with
the norm ‖f ‖ = sup{|f (x)| | x ∈ S}. A linear functional m :B(S)→R is called a mean if
inf
{
f (x) | x ∈ S}m(f ) sup{f (x) | x ∈ S} for all f ∈ B(S).
Let the group G act on S on the right. Then G acts on B(S) on the left by the formula
g · f (s)= f (s · g), where g ∈G, f ∈B(S), and s ∈ S. A mean m on B(S) is called right-
invariant if m(g · f ) = m(f ) for all g ∈ G, f ∈ B(S). If there is a right-invariant mean
on B(G), then the group G is called amenable. All Abelian groups and the homomorphic
images of amenable groups are amenable.
2.2. Main properties of absolute bounded cohomology
We state the main results of the theory of absolute bounded cohomology. We refer the
proofs to [3].
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a countable cellular space. If X is simply connected, then
Ĥ n(X)= 0 for all n 1.
Theorem 2.2. LetA be an amenable normal subgroup ofG. Then the map ϕ∗ : Ĥ ∗(G/A)→
Ĥ ∗(G) induced by the canonical homomorphism ϕ :G→ G/A is an isometric isomor-
phism, that is, it preserves the canonical seminorm.
Corollary 2.3. If G is amenable, then Ĥ n(G)= 0 for all n 1.
Theorem 2.4. Let X be a connected countable cellular space. Then Ĥ ∗(X) is canonically
isomorphic with Ĥ ∗(π1X). The seminorm on Ĥ ∗(X) is carried to the canonical seminorm
on Ĥ ∗(π1X) through this isomorphism.
Proof (Sketch). For further reference, we sketch the proof of this theorem.
Let π : X˜→X be a universal covering of X.
Let ‖ · ‖ denote the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(π1X) and let ‖ · ‖s the seminorm on
Ĥ ∗(X).
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First, it can be shown that the sequence0 →R→B0(X˜)→ B1(X˜)→ B2(X˜)→·· · (2.4.1)
is a strong relatively injective π1X-resolution of the trivial π1X-module R. Since the
map π∗ :B∗(X)→ B∗(X˜) establishes an isometric isomorphismB∗(X)→B∗(X˜)π1X and
commutes with the boundary operators, the bounded cohomology Ĥ ∗(π1X) induced from
the complex
0 → B0(X˜)π1X →B1(X˜)π1X →B2(X˜)π1X →B3(X˜)π1X →·· ·
coincides with Ĥ ∗(X) as topological vector spaces.
We remark that the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(X) coincides with the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(π1X)
induced by the resolution in (2.4.1). So we have ‖ · ‖ ‖ · ‖s .
On the other hand, for every n  0, it is shown that there is a π1X-morphism
ζ n :B((π 1X)n+1)→ Bn(X˜) of the resolutions
0 R
idR
B(π 1X)
ζ 0
B((π 1X)2)
ζ 1
B((π 1X)3)
ζ 2
· · ·
0 R B0(X˜) B1(X˜) B2(X˜) · · ·
extending idR and such that ‖ζ n‖ 1 for n 0. Namely, let X˜0 ⊂ X˜ consist of one element
from each π1X-orbit. For each singular simplex σ :∆n → X˜ we set {σ } = (g0, . . . , gn),
where gi ∈ π1X such that σ(vi) ∈ gn−i · · ·gnX˜0 and vi is the ith vertex of the simplex ∆n.
Then we define ζ n by the formula ζ n(f )(σ )= f ({σ }) for every f ∈ B((π1X)n+1). Since
‖ζ n‖ 1, this shows that we have ‖ · ‖s  ‖ · ‖. Hence the seminorm in Ĥ ∗(X) is equal to
the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(π1X). ✷
Corollary 2.5. The group Ĥ ∗(X) is zero if π1X is amenable.
Theorem 2.6. Let X1 and X2 be connected countable cellular spaces and let f :X1 →X2
be a continuous map. If the homomorphism f∗ :π1X1 → π1X2 is a surjection with
an amenable kernel, then the homomorphism f̂ ∗ : Ĥ ∗(X2)→ Ĥ ∗(X1) is an isometric
isomorphism.
Proof. It follows from Theorems 2.2 and 2.4. ✷
3. Relative bounded cohomology of groups
Throughout this section, G and A denote discrete groups.
Let ϕ :A→G be a group homomorphism. Then any G-module U can be made into an
A-module by defining the action of A to be a · u= ϕ(a) · u for a ∈A and u ∈U .
We recall that Ĥ ∗(G) is a contravariant functor ofG. This functoriality can be described
in terms of arbitrary resolutions, as follows: Let
0 →R→U0 → U1 →·· · and 0 →R→ V0 → V1 → ·· ·
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be strong relatively injective G- and A-resolutions of the trivial G- and A-module R,
respectively. Then the map idR extends to an A-morphism of resolutions, i.e., to a
commutative diagram:
0 R
idR
U0
λ0
U1
λ1
· · ·
0 R V0 V1 · · ·
where λi(ϕ(a) · u)= a · λi(u) for a ∈A and u ∈U .
It follows from the last formula that λi(UGi ) ⊂ V Ai , and hence there is an induced
homomorphism ϕ∗ : Ĥ ∗(G)→ Ĥ ∗(A), which depends only on ϕ (see Lemma 3.3.2 in
[3]). Note also that ‖ϕ∗‖ 1.
Definition 3.1. Let ϕ :A→ G be a group homomorphism. A strong relatively injective
G-resolution of a G-module U
0 → U ∂−1−−→←−
k0
U0
∂0−→←−
k1
U1
∂1−→←−
k2
U2
∂2−→←−
k3
· · ·
and a strong relatively injective A-resolution of an A-module U
0 → U ∂
′−1−−→←−
t0
V0
∂ ′0−→←−
t1
V1
∂ ′1−→←−
t2
V2
∂ ′2−→←−
t3
· · ·
are called an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;U) if idU can be extended to an
A-morphism of resolutions λn :Un → Vn such that λn commutes with the contracting
homotopies kn and tn for all n 0.
Proposition 3.1. Let ϕ :A→G be a group homomorphism. The standard G- and A-reso-
lutions of the trivialG- andA-moduleR are an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R).
Proof. Recall that the standard G- and A-resolutions
0 →R d−1−−→←−
k0
B(G)
d0−→←−
k1
B
(
G2
) d1−→←−
k2
B
(
G3
) d2−→←−
k3
· · · ,
0 →R d¯−1−−→←−
t0
B(A)
d¯0−→←−
t1
B
(
A2
) d¯1−→←−
t2
B
(
A3
) d¯2−→←−
t3
· · ·
of the trivial G- and A-module R are strong relatively injective. Also recall that the con-
tracting homotopy kn :B(Gn+1)→ B(Gn) is defined by the formula kn(f )(g1, . . . , gn)=
f (g1, . . . , gn,1) and that G acts on B(Gn) by g · f (g1, . . . , gn)= f (g1, . . . , gng).
It suffices to show that there is an A-morphism of the standard G-resolution to the
standard A-resolution
0 R
d−1
idR
B(G)
d0
p0
B(G2)
d1
p1
B(G3)
d2
p2
· · ·
0 R
d¯−1
B(A)
d¯0
B(A2)
d¯1
B(A3)
d¯2 · · ·
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extending idR and such that pn commutes with the contracting homotopies kn and tn for
every n 0. We define pn by the formula
pn(f )(a1, . . . , an+1)= f
(
ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an+1)
)
for f ∈ B(Gn+1) and (a1, . . . , an+1) ∈ An+1. It is easy to check that pn commutes with
the boundary operators and has the norm ‖pn‖ 1.
Note that, for a ∈A and f ∈B(Gn+1), we have
pn(a · f )(a1, . . . , an+1)
= pn(ϕ(a) · f )(a1, . . . , an+1)= (ϕ(a) · f )(ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an+1))
= f (ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an+1)ϕ(a))= f (ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an+1a))
= pnf (a1, . . . , an+1a)= a · pnf (a1, . . . , an+1)
and so the map pn commutes with the action of A. Thus pn is an A-morphism.
For every f ∈B(G) and r ∈R, we have(
idRk0 − t0p0
)
(f )(r)= idRk0(f )(r)− t0p0(f )(r)= f (1)− f (1)= 0.
Also, by noting that ϕ(1)= 1, we have for every n 1(
pn−1kn − tnpn
)
(f )(a1, . . . , an)
= pn−1kn(f )(a1, . . . , an)− tnpn(f )(a1, . . . , an)
= kn(f )
(
ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an)
)− pn(f )(a1, . . . , an,1)
= f (ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an),1)− f (ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an),ϕ(1))= 0.
Thus the A-morphism pn commutes with the contracting homotopies kn and tn. This
finishes the proof. ✷
Definition 3.2. Let ϕ :A→G be a group homomorphism. Let
0 →R ∂−1−−→ U0 ∂0−→ U1 ∂1−→ · · · and 0 →R
∂ ′−1−−→ V0
∂ ′0−→ V1
∂ ′1−→ · · ·
be an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R), and let λn :Un → Vn be an A-morphism
of resolutions commuting with the contracting homotopies. For every n 0, the mapping
cone Mn(A
ϕ→ G) and the mapping cylinder EMn(A ϕ→ G) of the cochain complexes
induced by ϕ are defined as follows:
Mn
(
A
ϕ→G)=UGn ⊕ V An−1,
EMn
(
A
ϕ→G)= V An ⊕UGn ⊕ V An−1,
where V A−1 = 0 and the boundary operators dn are defined by the formulas
dn(un, vn−1)=
(
∂nun,−λnun − ∂ ′n−1vn−1
)
on Mn
(
A
ϕ→G),
dn(vn,un, vn−1)=
(
∂ ′nvn, ∂nun, vn − λnun − ∂ ′n−1vn−1
)
on EMn
(
A
ϕ→G).
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It is easy to check that dn+1dn = 0 for M∗(A ϕ→ G) and EM∗(A ϕ→G). So we have
the following:
Lemma 3.2. Let ϕ :A→G be a group homomorphism. Let
0 →R ∂−1−−→U0 ∂0−→ U1 ∂1−→ · · · and 0→R
∂ ′−1−−→ V0
∂ ′0−→ V1
∂ ′1−→ · · ·
and λn :Un→ Vn be as in Definition 3.2. Then the sequences
0 →M0(A ϕ→G) d0−→M1(A ϕ→G) d1−→M2(A ϕ→G) d2−→ · · · , (3.2.1)
0 →EM0(A ϕ→G) d0−→EM1(A ϕ→G) d1−→EM2(A ϕ→G) d2−→ · · · (3.2.2)
are complexes.
Definition 3.3. The nth cohomology of the complex in (3.2.1) is called the nth relative
bounded cohomology of G modulo A and is denoted by Ĥ n(A ϕ→ G). Also the nth
cohomology of the complex in (3.2.2) is denoted by Ĥ n(EM(A ϕ→G)).
We define the norm ‖ · ‖ on EMn(A ϕ→G)= VAn ⊕UGn ⊕ V An−1 by setting∥∥(vn,un, vn−1)∥∥=max{‖vn‖,‖un‖,‖vn−1‖},
and similarly on Mn(A ϕ→G) by setting ‖(un, vn−1)‖ =max{‖un‖,‖vn−1‖}.
These norms define the seminorms ‖ · ‖ on the groups Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) and Ĥ ∗(EM(A ϕ→
G)), respectively. Following Gromov [2], for every ω  0 we define a norm ‖ · ‖(ω) on
Mn(A
ϕ→G) by putting∥∥(un, vn−1)∥∥(ω)=max{‖un‖, (1+ω)−1‖vn−1‖}.
These norms are important for geometric applications (see [2]). Observe that all norms
‖ · ‖(ω) are equivalent to the norm ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖(0). With this norm on Mn(A ϕ→G) we have
the corresponding norm ‖ · ‖(ω) on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G). Finally, we define this norm ‖ · ‖(ω) on
Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) for all ω in the closed interval [0,∞] by passing to the limits.
Proposition 3.3. Let ϕ :A→G be a group homomorphism. Let
0 →R ∂−1−−→U0 ∂0−→ U1 ∂1−→ · · · and 0→R
∂ ′−1−−→ V0
∂ ′0−→ V1
∂ ′1−→ · · ·
be an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R), and let λn :Un→ Vn be an A-morphism
commuting with the contracting homotopies. Then the natural projection map ρn :
EMn(A
ϕ→G)→UGn induces an isometric isomorphism
Hn(ρ) : Ĥ n
(
EM
(
A
ϕ→G))→ Ĥ n(G).
Proof. We consider the exact sequence
0 → VAn ⊕ V An−1 ↪→ EMn
(
A
ϕ→G)= V An ⊕UGn ⊕ V An−1 ρn−→ UGn → 0.
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It is easy to check V An ⊕ VA is a complex. If (vn, vn−1) is a cocycle of the complexn−1
V An ⊕V An−1, then we have 0= d(vn, vn−1)= (∂ ′nvn, vn−∂ ′n−1vn−1) and so vn = ∂ ′n−1vn−1.
Thus (vn, vn−1)= (∂ ′n−1vn−1, vn−1)= dn−1(vn−1,0) and thus (vn, vn−1) is a coboundary.
This shows that the cohomology of the complex V An ⊕ V An−1 vanishes so that the map
Hn(ρ) is an isomorphism.
For (vn,un, vn−1) ∈EMn(A ϕ→G)= V An ⊕UGn ⊕ V An−1, we have∥∥ρn(vn,un, vn−1)∥∥= ‖un‖max{‖vn‖,‖un‖,‖vn−1‖}= ∥∥(vn,un, vn−1)∥∥.
This shows that ‖ρn‖ 1 and so ‖Hn(ρ)‖ 1.
On the other hand, we define a map ρ˜n :UGn → V An ⊕ UGn ⊕ V An−1 by the equation
ρ˜n(un)= (λnun,un,0). Then we have
dnρ˜
nun =
(
∂ ′nλnun, ∂nun,0
)= (λn+1∂nun, ∂nun,0)= ρ˜n+1∂nun
and so the map ρ˜n commutes with the boundary operators. It is clear that ρnρ˜n = id. Note
that, for every un ∈UGn , we have∥∥ρ˜n(un)∥∥= ∥∥(λnun,un,0)∥∥=max{∥∥λnun∥∥,‖un‖,0} ‖un‖
and so ‖ρ˜n‖ 1. This shows that the inverse map (Hn(ρ))−1 of Hn(ρ) also has the norm
‖(Hn(ρ))−1‖ 1. Hence the isomorphism Hn(ρ) is an isometry. ✷
Let ϕ :A→G be a group homomorphism, and let
0 →R ∂−1−−→U0 ∂0−→ U1 ∂1−→ · · · and 0 →R
∂ ′−1−−→ V0
∂ ′0−→ V1
∂ ′1−→ · · ·
be an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R).
There is an exact sequence of complexes
0 →Mn(A ϕ→G) in−→EMn(A ϕ→G) pn−→ V An → 0, (3.1)
where in and pn are natural inclusion and projection maps, respectively. This exact
sequence in (3.1) induces a long exact sequence
· · ·→ Ĥ n−1(A)→ Ĥ n(A ϕ→G)→ Ĥ n(G)→ Ĥ n(A)→ ·· · . (3.2)
Recall that the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G) is defined as the infimum of the
seminorms which arise from all strong relatively injective G-resolutions of the trivial
G-module R.
Theorem 3.4. The canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G) is induced by the standard G-reso-
lution.
Proof. Let
0 →R ∂−1−−→←−
k0
U0
∂0−→←−
k1
U1
∂1−→←−
k2
U2
∂2−→←−
k3
· · ·
be a strong relatively injective G-resolutions of the trivial G-module R.
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From Theorem 3.6 in [3], it is proved that there is a morphism αn from this resolution
to the standard resolution
0 R
idR
U0
α0
U1
α1
U2
α2
· · ·
0 R B(G) B(G2) B(G3) · · ·
extending idR and such that ‖αn‖ 1 for every n 0, where the morphism αn is defined
by the formula
αn(f )(g1, . . . , gn, gn+1)= k0
(
g1 · k1
(· · · (kn−1(gn · kn(gn+1 · f ))))· · · ).
This finishes the proof. ✷
Corollary 3.5. The seminorm on Ĥ ∗(EM(A ϕ→G)) induced by the standard resolutions
coincides with the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G).
Proof. Notice that the standard G- and A- resolutions define the complex
EMn
(
A
ϕ→G)= B(An+1)A ⊕B(Gn+1)G ⊕B(An)A
and the cohomology of which is Ĥ ∗(EM(A ϕ→ G)). Hence the corollary follows from
Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. ✷
We remark that the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) depends on the choice of an allowable
pair of resolutions for (G,A;R).
Definition 3.4. We define the canonical seminorm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω ∈ [0,∞] on
Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→ G) as the infimum of the seminorms which arise from all allowable pairs of
resolutions for (G,A;R).
As on Ĥ ∗(G), we will see that the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) is also induced
by the standard resolutions.
Lemma 3.6. Let ϕ :A→G be a group homomorphism. Let
0 →R ∂−1−−→←−
k0
U0
∂0−→←−
k1
U1
∂1−→←−
k2
· · · and 0 →R ∂
′−1−−→←−
t0
V0
∂ ′0−→←−
t1
V1
∂ ′1−→←−
t2
· · ·
be an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R), and let λn :Un→ Vn be an A-morphism
of resolutions commuting with the contracting homotopies. Also let αn :UGn → B(Gn+1)G
(similarly γn :VAn →B(An+1)A) be defined by the formula
αn(f )(g1, . . . , gn, gn+1)= k0
(
g1 · k1
(· · · (kn−1(gn · kn(gn+1 · f )))) · · ·).
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Then the following diagram commutes:UGn+1
αn+1
UGn
∂n λn
αn
V An ∂ ′n
γn
V An+1
γn+1
B(Gn+2)G B(Gn+1)Gdn
pn
B(An+1)A
d ′n
B(An+2)A
where pn is defined by pnf (a1, . . . , an+1)= f (ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an+1)).
Proof. As shown in the proof of Theorem 3.4, the restriction maps αn :UGn → B(Gn+1)G
and γn :VAn → B(An+1)A are cochain maps such that ‖αn‖  1 and ‖γn‖  1. Also the
first and the last squares commute, respectively.
We prove that γnλn = pnαn. Let f ∈ UGn and (a1, . . . , an, an+1) ∈An+1. Then
γnλ
n(f )(a1, . . . , an, an+1)
= t0
(
a1 · t1
(· · · (tn−1(an · tn(an+1 · λn(f ))))) · · ·)
= t0
(
a1 · t1
(· · · (tn−1(an · tn(λn(ϕ(an+1) · f )))) · · ·)
= t0
(
a1 · t1
(· · · (tn−1(an · λn−1kn(ϕ(an+1) · f )))) · · ·)
= t0
(
a1 · t1
(· · · (tn−1λn−1(ϕ(an) · kn(ϕ(an+1) · f )))) · · ·)
= · · ·
= idR k0
(
ϕ(a1) · k1
(· · · (kn−1(ϕ(an) · kn(ϕ(an+1) · f )))) · · ·)
and also
pnαn(f )(a1, . . . , an, an+1)= αn(f )
(
ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an),ϕ(an+1)
)
= k0
(
ϕ(a1) · k1
(· · · (kn−1(ϕ(an) · kn(ϕ(an+1) · f )))) · · ·).
Thus pnαn = γnλn for every n 0. ✷
Theorem 3.7. For every ω ∈ [0,∞], the seminorm ‖ · ‖(ω) on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) induced by the
standard G- and A-resolutions coincides with the canonical seminorm.
Proof. Let
0 →R→U0 → U1 →·· · and 0 →R→ V0 → V1 → ·· ·
be an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R), and let λn :Un → Vn be an A-morphism
of resolutions commuting with the contracting homotopies.
Note that we have two complexes UGn ⊕ V An−1 and B(Gn+1)G ⊕ B(An)A which are
induced from the resolutions above and the standard resolutions, respectively. It is enough
for us to prove that there is a cochain map
βn :U
G
n ⊕ V An−1 →B
(
Gn+1
)G ⊕B(An)A
such that ‖βn‖ 1.
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Recall that, from Lemma 3.6, there is a commutative diagramUGn
λn
αn
V An
γn
B(Gn+1)G
pn
B(An+1)A
in which the maps have the norms ‖αn‖ 1 and ‖γn‖ 1.
We define βn by βn(un, vn−1)= (αnun, γn−1vn−1). It is easy to check that βn commutes
with the boundary operators.
Now let ω  0. Then we have∥∥βn(un, vn−1)∥∥(ω)
= ∥∥(αnun, γn−1vn−1)∥∥(ω)=max{‖αnun‖, (1+ω)−1‖γn−1vn−1‖}
max
{‖un‖, (1+ω)−1‖vn−1‖}= ∥∥(un, vn−1)∥∥(ω)
and so the map βn has the norm ‖βn‖ 1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω). ✷
Corollary 3.8. The seminorm ‖ · ‖ on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) induced by the standard G- and A-res-
olutions coincides with the canonical seminorm.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.7 by setting up ω= 0. ✷
One of the important examples of Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) arises from a subgroup A of G. Recall
that B(S), the set of all bounded functions on a set S, is a Banach space with the norm
‖f ‖ = sup{|f (s)| | s ∈ S}.
In the following, we introduce another strong relatively injective G-resolution which
also provides for the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G).
Let A be a subgroup of G. Then G/A, the set of all (right) cosets Ag of A in G, has a
right G-action given by Ag · g′ =Agg′. We note that the space B((G/A)n) is a G-module
with the left action:
g′ · f (Ag1, . . . ,Agn)= f
(
Ag1, . . . ,Agng
′).
The canonical map in :B((G/A)n) → B(Gn) is a G-morphism and it has the norm
‖in‖ = 1.
Lemma 3.9. Let A be an amenable subgroup of G. Then there is a G-morphism
πn :B(Gn)→ B((G/A)n) such that πn ◦ in = id and ‖πn‖ 1.
Proof. From Lemma 3.8.1 in [3], it is proved that there exists a G-morphism π :B(G)→
B(G/A) such that π ◦ i = id and ‖π‖ 1. Namely, let m :B(A)→R be a right-invariant
mean so that m(a · f )=m(f ) where a · f (b)= f (ba) for a, b ∈A. On any coset Ag, the
group A acts freely and transitively on the left, so that m defines a mean mg :B(Ag)→R
by mg(f ′) = m(f ), where f (a) = f ′(ag) (see (2.1) in [3]). Then π is defined by the
formula π(f )(Ag)=mg(f |Ag).
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Also from Corollary 3.8.2 in [3], it is proved that this G-morphism π provides a
G-morphism πn :B(Gn)→ B((G/A)n) such that πn ◦ in = id and ‖πn‖  1 for every
n 1. ✷
Proposition 3.10. Let A be an amenable subgroup of G. Then the sequence
0 →R d−1−−→←−
k0
B(G/A)
d0−→←−
k1
B
(
(G/A)2
) d1−→←−
k2
B
(
(G/A)3
) d2−→←−
k3
· · · (3.10.1)
is a strong relatively injective G-resolution of the trivial G-module R, where the boundary
operators dn and the contracting homotopy kn are defined as the same ways with the
standard resolution.
Proof. It is easy to check that the sequence in (3.10.1) is a strong G-resolution.
By using the G-morphism πn :B(Gn)→ B((G/A)n) in Lemma 3.9 and the fact that
B(Gn) is a relatively injective G-module, it is proved that B((G/A)n) is a relatively
injective G-module from Lemma 3.8.3 in [3]. ✷
Note that the resolution in (3.10.1) induces the complex
0 → B(G/A)G→ B((G/A)2)G→ B((G/A)3)G→ ·· · , (3.3)
the cohomology of which is Ĥ ∗(G).
Corollary 3.11. Let A be an amenable subgroup of G. Then the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G)
induced by the complex in (3.3) coincides with the canonical seminorm.
Proof. On Ĥ ∗(G), let ‖ · ‖c denote the canonical seminorm induced by the standard
G-resolution and let ‖ · ‖ denote the seminorm induced by the complex in (3.3).
Recall that there is the canonical G-morphism in :B((G/A)n)→ B(Gn) such that it
has the norm ‖in‖ = 1. This shows that ‖ · ‖c  ‖ · ‖.
Also, from Lemma 3.9, there is a G-morphism πn :B(Gn)→ B((G/A)n) such that
πn ◦ in = id and ‖πn‖ 1. This shows that ‖ · ‖ ‖ · ‖c . ✷
Note that A/A, the set of cosets of A in A, consists of only one element which we will
denote by {A}. Hence B({A}n) consists of all bounded functions on one element {A}n and
so it is isomorphic with R.
If A is an amenable group, then, by setting A=G in the sequence (3.10.1), there is a
strong relatively injective A-resolution of the trivial A-module R
0 →R d¯−1−−→B({A}) d¯0−→B({A}2) d¯1−→ B({A}3) d¯2−→ B({A}4) d¯3−→ · · · .
This resolution induces the complex
0 → B({A})A d¯0−→ B({A}2)A d¯1−→ B({A}3)A d¯2−→B({A}4)A d¯3−→ · · · (3.4)
and the cohomology of which is Ĥ ∗(A).
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From definition of the boundary operators, d¯n(f )({A}, . . . , {A}) is the n+ 2 alternating︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+2sum of f ({A}, . . . , {A}︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
) and so
d¯n =
{
id if n is odd,
0 if n is even.
Note that this gives another proof of the bounded cohomology of an amenable group is
zero.
Corollary 3.12. Let A be an amenable subgroup of G. Then the sequences
0 →R→B(G/A)→B((G/A)2)→ B((G/A)3)→ ·· · and
0 →R→B({A})→B({A}2)→B({A}3)→ ·· ·
are an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R).
Proof. We define a map pn :B((G/A)n+1)→ B({A}n+1) by the formula
pn(f )
( {A}, . . . , {A}︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
)= f (A, . . . ,A︸ ︷︷ ︸
n+1
).
It is clear that pn is an A-morphism of resolutions extending idR. Also, as we proved
for the standard resolutions, it is easy to check that pn commutes with the contracting
homotopies. ✷
Proposition 3.13. Let A be an amenable subgroup of G. Let ϕ :A ↪→ G be a natural
inclusion map. The seminorm ‖ · ‖(ω) on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→ G) induced by the complex
B((G/A)n+1)G⊕B({A}n)A coincides with the canonical seminorm for every ω ∈ [0,∞].
Proof. For every ω  0, let ‖ · ‖c(ω) denote the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→
G) and let ‖ · ‖(ω) denote the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→ G) induced by the complex
B((G/A)n+1)G⊕B({A}n)A. By definition of the canonical seminorm, we have ‖ ·‖c(ω)
‖ · ‖(ω). We now show that ‖ · ‖(ω) ‖ · ‖c(ω).
From Theorem 3.7, the canonical seminorm on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) is induced by the complex
B(Gn+1)G ⊕B(An)A. Recall that there are chain maps
αn :B
(
(G/A)n+1
)G →B(Gn+1)G and γ n :B({A}n+1)A→ B(An+1)A
such that ‖αn‖ = 1 and ‖γ n‖ = 1. Also we note that, from Lemma 3.9, there are chain
maps
πn :B
(
Gn+1
)G →B((G/A)n+1)G and λn :B(An+1)A →B({A}n+1)A
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such that πnαn = id and λnγ n = id and the norms satisfy ‖πn‖  1 and ‖λn‖  1. We
consider the following diagram
B(Gn+1)G q
n
πn
B(An+1)A
λn
B((G/A)n+1)G p
n
B({A}n+1)A
in which qn and pn are defined as the restriction maps so that they have the norms ‖qn‖ 1
and ‖pn‖ 1. We prove that this diagram is commutative. Note that
λnqnf
({A}, . . . , {A}) = m(qnf )=m(f |An+1)
= πnf (A, . . . ,A)= pnπnf ({A}, . . . , {A}),
where m is a mean on B(An+1). Thus we have λnqn = pnπn.
Now we define a map
βn :B
(
Gn+1
)G ⊕B(An)A→ B((G/A)n+1)G ⊕B({A}n)A
by the formula βn(f,f ′)= (πnf,λn−1f ′). It is easy to check that βn commutes with the
boundary operators. Finally, note that∥∥βn(f,f ′)∥∥(ω) = max{∥∥πnf ∥∥, (1+ω)−1∥∥λnf ′∥∥}
 max
{‖f ‖, (1+ω)−1∥∥f ′∥∥}= ∥∥(f,f ′)∥∥(ω)
and so the map βn has the norm ‖βn‖  1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω). This shows that
‖·‖(ω) ‖·‖c(ω). Thus we have ‖·‖(ω)= ‖·‖c(ω) on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) for every ω ∈ [0,∞]
by passing to the limits. ✷
From now on, we always distinguish a (co)homology class from a (co)chain by using
brackets: for example, [f ] stands for a (co)homology class while f stands for a (co)cycle.
Theorem 3.14. Let A be an amenable subgroup of G, and let ϕ :A ↪→G be an inclusion
homomorphism. Then, for every n  2, the induced homomorphism Hn(i) : Ĥ n(A ϕ→
G)→ Ĥ n(G) is an isometric isomorphism for the norm ‖ · ‖, that is, Hn(i) preserves
the canonical seminorms.
Proof. By Propositions 3.3 and 3.13, it is enough for us to consider the complexes in the
sequences (3.3) and (3.4). We define the complexes
Mn
(
A
ϕ→G)= B((G/A)n+1)G ⊕B({A}n)A,
EMn
(
A
ϕ→G)= B({A}n+1)A ⊕B((G/A)n+1)G ⊕B({A}n)A.
The exact sequence
0 →Mn(A ϕ→G) i→EMn(A ϕ→G)→B({A}n+1)A→ 0
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induces a long exact sequence· · ·→ Ĥ n−1(A)→ Ĥ n(A ϕ→G) Hn(i)−−−→ Ĥ n(G)→ Ĥ n(A)→·· · .
Since A is amenable, the map H ∗(i) is an isomorphism. Also it is clear that the map
H ∗(i) has the norm ‖H ∗(i)‖  1. We denote by ∂∗ and ∂ ′∗ the boundary operators on
B((G/A)∗)G and B({A}∗)A, respectively.
Let (f ′′, f, f ′) ∈ B({A}n+1)A ⊕ B((G/A)n+1)G ⊕ B({A}n)A be a cocycle. Then, by
definition of the boundary operator, we have
∂ ′nf ′′ = 0, ∂nf = 0, and f ′′ − pnf − ∂ ′n−1f ′ = 0.
Let n be odd, so that ∂ ′n = id. Then we have f ′′ = 0 and so
d
(
f,f ′
)= (∂nf,−pnf − ∂ ′n−1f ′)= 0.
It is easy to check that (Hn(i))−1([f ′′, f, f ′]) is represented by a cocycle (f,f ′) ∈
Mn(A
ϕ→G) and ‖(Hn(i))−1‖ 1.
If n is even, then ∂ ′n−1 = id. So there is an element f ′′0 ∈ B({A}n)A such that ∂ ′n−1f ′′0 =
f ′′ and ‖f ′′‖ = ‖f ′′0 ‖. Then we have(
f ′′, f, f ′
)− d(f ′′0 ,0,0)= (0, f, f ′ − f ′′0 )
and also d(f,f ′ − f ′′0 ) = (∂nf,−pnf − ∂ ′n−1f ′ + ∂ ′n−1f ′′0 ) = (0,0). Now it is easy to
check that (Hn(i))−1([f ′′, f, f ′]) is represented by a cocycle (f,f ′ − f ′′0 ). We remark
that ∥∥f ′ − f ′′0 ∥∥= ∥∥∂ ′n−1(f ′ − f ′′0 )∥∥= ∥∥f ′′ − pnf − ∂ ′n−1f ′′0 ∥∥= ‖pnf ‖ ‖f ‖.
Thus we have∥∥(Hn(i))−1([f ′′, f, f ′])∥∥  ∥∥(f,f ′ − f ′′0 )∥∥=max{‖f ‖,∥∥f ′ − f ′′0 ∥∥}= ‖f ‖
 max
{∥∥f ′′∥∥,‖f ‖,∥∥f ′∥∥}= ∥∥(f ′′, f, f ′)∥∥.
This shows that ‖(Hn(i))−1‖ 1 is also true for every even n.
Thus the isomorphism Hn(i) is also an isometry. ✷
From Theorem 3.8.4 in [3], it is proved that, if A is an amenable normal subgroup
of G, then the groups Ĥ ∗(G/A) and Ĥ ∗(G) are isometrically isomorphic. Hence, by
Theorem 3.14, the groups Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) and Ĥ ∗(G/A) are also isometrically isomorphic.
Theorem 3.15. Let A be an amenable subgroup of G and let ϕ :A ↪→G be an inclusion
homomorphism. Then the norms ‖ ·‖(ω) on Ĥ n(A ϕ→G) are equal for n 2 and for every
ω ∈ [0,∞].
Proof. Let ω > 0. Since it is clear that ‖ · ‖(ω) ‖ · ‖ = ‖ · ‖(0) for every ω ∈ [0,∞] from
definition, we show that ‖ ·‖(ω) ‖ ·‖. By Proposition 3.13, it is enough for us to consider
the complex B((G/A)n+1)G ⊕B({A}n)A.
If (f,f ′) is a cocycle of the complex B((G/A)n+1)G ⊕ B({A}n)A, then we have 0 =
dn(f,f
′)= (∂nf,−pnf − ∂ ′n−1f ′), where pn :B((G/A)n+1)G→B({A}n)A is defined as
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a restriction map and so it has the norm ‖pn‖ 1. Also ∂ and ∂ ′ are the boundary operators
on B((G/A)∗)G and B({A}∗)A, respectively.
Recall that, since the group A is amenable, if n − 1 is odd, then ∂ ′n−1 = id and so−pnf − ∂ ′n−1f ′ = −pnf − f ′ = 0. Thus f ′ = −pnf . This shows that∥∥(f,f ′)∥∥ = max{‖f ‖,∥∥f ′∥∥}=max{‖f ‖,∥∥pnf ∥∥}= ‖f ‖
= max{‖f ‖, (1+ω)−1∥∥pnf ∥∥}=max{‖f ‖, (1+ω)−1∥∥f ′∥∥}
= ∥∥(f,f ′)∥∥(ω)
and so ‖[f,f ′]‖ ‖[f,f ′]‖(ω).
On the other hand, if n − 1 is even, then ∂ ′n−1 = 0. So ∂ ′n−1f ′ = 0 and so f ′ ∈
ker(∂ ′n−1) = Im(∂ ′n−2). Note that ∂ ′n−2 = id. Thus there is an element f ′′ ∈ B(An−1)A
such that ∂ ′n−2f ′′ = f ′ and ‖f ′′‖ = ‖f ′‖. Note that(
f,f ′
)+ dn−1(0, f ′′)= (f,f ′)+ (0,−∂ ′n−2f ′′)= (f,0).
Thus we have ‖[f,f ′]‖ = ‖[f,0]‖max{‖f ‖,0} = ‖f ‖ = ‖(f,0)‖(ω) and so ‖[f,f ′]‖
 ‖[f,0]‖(ω)= ‖[f,f ′]‖(ω).
By passing to the limits, we have ‖[f,f ′]‖ ‖[f,f ′]‖(ω) for every ω ∈ [0,∞]. This
finishes the proof. ✷
Theorem 3.16. Let ϕ :A→G and ϕ′ :A′ →G′ be group homomorphisms. Let α :G→G′
and γ :A → A′ be surjective homomorphisms with amenable kernels and such that
α ◦ ϕ = ϕ′ ◦ γ . Then α and γ induce an isomorphism of the groups Ĥ ∗(A′ ϕ
′
−→ G′)
and Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→ G) and they are isometrically isomorphic for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every
ω ∈ [0,∞]. This isomorphism preserves the canonical seminorms.
Proof. Denote ker(α) and ker(γ ) by K and N , respectively. We identify the groups G′
and A′ with G/K and A/N , respectively, and denote the homomorphism A/N →G/K
by ρ. Then we have a commutative diagram
A
γ
ϕ
A/N
ρ
G
α G/K
Note that ρ is defined by the formula ρ(Na)=Kϕ(a).
It suffices for us to show that Ĥ ∗(A/N ρ→ G/K) and Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) are isometrically
isomorphic. Since K and N are amenable normal subgroups of G and A, respectively, the
groups Ĥ ∗(G) and Ĥ ∗(A) are isometrically isomorphic with Ĥ ∗(G/K) and Ĥ ∗(A/N),
respectively. We consider the standard G/K- and A/N -resolutions of the trivial G/K- and
A/N -module R. Note that there is a diagram
B((G/K)n+1)G
qn
in
B(Gn+1)G
pn
πn
B((G/K)n+1)G
qn
B((A/N)n+1)A j
n
B(An+1)A λ
n
B((A/N)n+1)A
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where each row consists of the maps in Lemma 3.9 such that πnin = id and λnjn = id and
also the norms satisfy ‖in‖ = 1, ‖jn‖ = 1, ‖πn‖ 1, and ‖λn‖ 1. The maps pn and qn
are defined by the formulas
pnf (a1, . . . , an+1)= f
(
ϕ(a1), . . . , ϕ(an+1)
)
,
qnf ′(Na1, . . . ,Nan+1)= f ′
(
Kϕ(a1), . . . ,Kϕ(an+1)
)
.
We prove that this diagram is commutative. It is easy to check that the first square is
commutative. For the second square, we first note that (G/K)n = Gn/Kn. Thus it is
enough for us to check the following diagram
B(G)
p
π
B(G/K)
q
B(A)
λ B(A/N)
commutes. As in Lemma 3.9, let m :B(K)→R be a right-invariant mean. Then m defines
a mean mg on B(Kg) for each g ∈G. Then π (and similarly λ) is defined by the formula
π(f )(Kg)=mg(f |Kg). Thus
q
(
(πf )(Na)
)= πf (Kϕ(a))=mϕ(a)(f |Kϕ(a)).
Also, since (pf )|Na = f |Kϕ(a), we have λ((pf )(Na))=mϕ(a)(f |Kϕ(a)). This shows
that qπ = λp and so we have qnπn = λnpn.
From the definitions, we have the following complexes
Mn
(
A/N
ρ→G/K)= B((G/K)n+1)G ⊕B((A/N)n)A,
EMn
(
A/N
ρ→G/K)= B((A/N)n+1)A ⊕B((G/K)n+1)G ⊕B((A/N)n)A,
Mn
(
A
ϕ→G)= B(Gn+1)G ⊕B(An)A,
EMn
(
A
ϕ→G)= B(An+1)A ⊕B(Gn+1)G ⊕B(An)A.
We consider the following diagram
0 →Mn(A/N ρ→G/K)
βn
EMn(A/N
ρ→G/K)
αn
B((A/N)n)A→ 0
γ n
0 →Mn(A ϕ→G) EMn(A ϕ→G) B(An)A→ 0
in which each row is exact and the columns are defined by the formulas
αn
(
f ′′, f, f ′
)= (jnf ′′, inf, jn−1f ′),
βn
(
f,f ′
)= (inf, jn−1f ′),
γ nf ′′ = jnf ′′.
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It is easy to check that these maps commute with the boundary operators and the diagram
is commutative. Also this diagram induces the following commutative diagram
Ĥ n−1(A/N)
Hn−1(γ )
Ĥ n(A/N
ρ→G/K)
Hn(β)
Ĥ n(G/K)
Hn(α)
Ĥ n(A/N)
Hn(γ )
Ĥ n−1(A) Ĥ n(A ϕ→G) Ĥ n(G) Ĥ n(A)
Since H ∗(α) and H ∗(γ ) are isomorphisms, the map H ∗(β) induced from β∗ is also an
isomorphism. Also note that we have ‖βn‖  1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω  0.
So the induced map Hn(β) has the norm ‖Hn(β)‖  1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every
ω ∈ [0,∞].
On the other hand, we define β˜n :Mn(A ϕ→G)→Mn(A/N ρ→G/K) by the formula
β˜n(ζ, ζ ′)= (πnζ,λn−1ζ ′). Then it is easy to check that β˜n commutes with the boundary
operator and also βnβ˜n = id. Since we have ‖πn‖ 1 and ‖λn−1‖ 1, it is clear that the
map β˜n has the norm ‖β˜n‖ 1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω  0. Hence the induced
map Hn(β˜) : Ĥ n(A ϕ→ G)→ Ĥ n(A/N ρ→ G/K) is the inverse of Hn(β) and also has
the norm ‖Hn(β˜)‖ 1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω ∈ [0,∞]. Thus the isomorphism
Hn(β) is also an isometry. ✷
Corollary 3.17. Let A be an amenable group, and let ϕ :A→ G be a group homomor-
phism. Then the groups Ĥ n(A ϕ→G) and Ĥ n(G) are isomorphic. Furthermore, the norms
‖ · ‖(ω) on Ĥ n(A ϕ→G) are equal to the norm ‖ · ‖ on Ĥ n(G) for every ω ∈ [0,∞].
Proof. We note that the image ϕ(A) is an amenable subgroup of G and also note that
ker(ϕ) is an amenable subgroup of A.
We denote by ρ :ϕ(A) ↪→G an inclusion map and consider the diagram
A
ϕ
ϕ
ϕ(A)
ρ
G
id
G
It is clear that the diagram is commutative and the horizontal maps are the surjective maps
with the amenable kernels, respectively. Then, by Theorem 3.16, the groups Ĥ n(A ϕ→G)
and Ĥ n(ϕ(A) ρ→G) are isometrically isomorphic for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω).
Now, by Theorem 3.14, the groups Ĥ n(A ρ→ G) and Ĥ n(G) are isometrically
isomorphic for the norm ‖ · ‖. Also, by Theorem 3.15, the norms ‖ · ‖(ω) on Ĥ n(A ρ→G)
are equal to the norm ‖ · ‖(0)= ‖ · ‖. ✷
In the rest of this section, we let A be a subgroup of G and let ϕ :A ↪→G be an inclusion
homomorphism. Then we give another description of relative bounded cohomology of G
modulo A.
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Definition 3.5. Let0 →R ∂−1−−→U0 ∂0−→ U1 ∂1−→ · · · and 0 →R
∂ ′−1−−→ V0
∂ ′0−→ V1
∂ ′1−→ · · ·
be an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R), and let λn :Un → Vn be an A-morphism
of resolutions commuting with the contracting homotopies. If λn induces a surjective map
λn :UGn → V An as the restriction map of λn for every n 0, this pair of resolutions together
with the A-morphisms λn is said to be proper.
Proposition 3.18. The pair of standard G- and A-resolutions together with the
A-morphisms of resolutions pn :B(Gn+1)→ B(An+1) defined by the formula pn(f )(a1,
. . . , an+1)= f (a1, . . . , an+1) is proper.
Proof. From Proposition 3.1, the standard G- and A-resolutions are an allowable pair
for (G,A;R) and pn is an A-morphism of resolutions commuting with the contracting
homotopies.
It suffices to show that the restriction map pn :B(Gn+1)G → B(An+1)A is surjective.
Note that for every G-invariant element f in B(Gn+1) the value of f at every
(g1, g2, . . . , gn, gn+1) ∈ Gn+1 is independent of gn+1. So we can identify a function
f ∈ B(Gn+1)G with the function f ′ ∈ B(Gn) defined by the formula f ′(g1, . . . , gn) =
f (g1, . . . , gn,1). Conversely a function f
′ ∈ B(Gn) is identified with the function
f ∈ B(Gn+1)G defined by the formula f (g1, . . . , gn, gn+1) = f ′(g1, . . . , gn). Thus the
subspace B(Gn+1)G of G-invariant elements in B(Gn+1) can be identified naturally with
B(Gn), and similarly B(An+1) with B(An). Hence the surjectivity of the restriction map,
B(Gn+1)G → B(An+1)A, follows from the fact that the maps pn−1 :B(Gn)→ B(An) are
surjective for all n 1. ✷
Let
0 →R ∂−1−−→U0 ∂0−→ U1 ∂1−→ · · · and 0 →R
∂ ′−1−−→ V0
∂ ′0−→ V1
∂ ′1−→ · · ·
be a proper pair of resolutions for (G,A;R). Then there is an exact sequence
0 → ker(pn)→ UGn → VAn → 0.
It is easy to check that the sequence
0 → ker(p0)→ ker(p1)→ ker(p2)→·· · (3.5)
is a complex. The nth cohomology of the complex in (3.5) is denoted by Ĥ n(G,A). As an
important example, the standard G- and A-resolutions induces an exact sequence
0 → Pn(G,A)→B(Gn+1)G pn−→B(An+1)A→ 0,
where Pn(G,A)= ker(pn). Also this exact sequence induces a long exact sequence
· · ·→ Ĥ n−1(A)→ Ĥ n(G,A)→ Ĥ n(G)→ Ĥ n(A)→·· · .
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Theorem 3.19. There is an isomorphism Hn(β) : Ĥ n(G,A) → Ĥ n(A ϕ→ G) which
carries the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(G,A) to a seminorm equivalent to the canonical seminorm
on Ĥ ∗(A ϕ→G) as follows:
1
n+ 2
∥∥[f ]∥∥ ∥∥Hn(β)[f ]∥∥ ∥∥[f ]∥∥ for [f ] ∈ Ĥ n(G,A).
Proof. Recall that the complexes induced from the standard resolutions
Mn
(
A
ϕ→G)= B(Gn+1)G ⊕B(An)A,
EMn
(
A
ϕ→G)= B(An+1)A ⊕B(Gn+1)G ⊕B(An)A.
We consider the following diagram
0→ Pn(G,A)
βn
in
B(Gn+1)G
αn
pn
B(An+1)A→ 0
γn
0 →Mn(A ϕ→G) jn EMn(A ϕ→G) qn B(An+1)A→ 0
where αn(f )= (pnf,f,0), γn(f ′′)= f ′′, and βn(f )= (f,0). It is clear that the diagram
is commutative and so there is an induced commutative diagram
→ Ĥ n−1(A)
Hn−1(γ )
Ĥ n(G,A)
Hn(β)
Ĥ n(G)
Hn(α)
Ĥ n(A)→
Hn(γ )
→ Ĥ n−1(A) Ĥ n(A ϕ→G) Ĥ n(G) Ĥ n(A)→
Note that the maps H ∗(α) and H ∗(γ ) are isometric isomorphisms. So the map H ∗(β)
is an isomorphism. Also, since ‖βn(f )‖ = ‖(f,0)‖ = ‖f ‖, the map H ∗(β) has the norm
‖H ∗(β)‖ 1.
Let (f,f ′) ∈Mn(A ϕ→ G) = B(Gn+1)G ⊕ B(An)A be a cocycle. Then ∂nf = 0 and
also ∂ ′n−1f ′ = −pnf . Since pn−1 is surjective, we can choose an element f1 ∈ B(Gn)G
such that pn−1f1 = f ′ and ‖f1‖ = ‖f ′‖. Then
pnf =−∂ ′n−1f ′ = −∂ ′n−1pn−1f1 =−pn∂n−1f1
so that f + ∂n−1f1 ∈ Pn(G,A) and ∂n(f + ∂n−1f1) = 0. Now it is easy to check that
(Hn(β))−1([(f,f ′)]) is represented by a cocycle f + ∂n−1f1 ∈ Pn(G,A). Then
‖f + ∂n−1f1‖  ‖f ‖+ ‖∂n−1‖‖f1‖ = ‖f ‖+ (n+ 1)
∥∥f ′∥∥
 (n+ 2)max{‖f ‖,∥∥f ′∥∥}= (n+ 2)∥∥(f,f ′)∥∥.
This shows that, for [f ] ∈ Ĥ n(G,A), we have
1
n+ 2
∥∥[f ]∥∥ ∥∥Hn(β)[f ]∥∥ ∥∥[f ]∥∥. ✷
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4. Relative bounded cohomology of spacesThroughout this section, we assume all spaces are connected countable cellular spaces.
Recall that the bounded cohomology Ĥ ∗(X) of a space X is defined by the cohomology
of the complex
0 → B0(X)→ B1(X)→B2(X)→·· · ,
where Bn(X) is a space of real bounded functions on Sn(X) the set of all singular n-simpli-
ces. There is a natural norm ‖ ·‖ on Bn(X) given by ‖f ‖ = sup{|f (σ)| | σ ∈ Sn(X)} which
turns it into a Banach space. Thus on Ĥ n(X) there is a seminorm ‖[f ]‖ = inf‖f ‖, where
the infimum is taken over all cochains f representing the cohomology class [f ] ∈ Ĥ ∗(X).
A continuous map α :U → X induces a homomorphism α∗ :B∗(X)→ B∗(U) and the
norm of α∗ is bounded by one as ‖α∗(f )‖ ‖f ‖ for all f ∈ B∗(X).
Definition 4.1. Let ϕ :Y →X be a continuous map of spaces. The mapping coneMn(Y ϕ→
X) and the mapping cylinder EMn(Y ϕ→ X) of cochain complexes induced by ϕ are
defined as follows:
Mn
(
Y
ϕ→X)= Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y )
EMn
(
Y
ϕ→X)= Bn(Y )⊕Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y ).
We define the boundary operators on Mn(Y ϕ→ X) and EMn(Y ϕ→ X) by the same
formulas as in Definition 3.2, that is, on EMn(Y ϕ→X)
d(vn,un, vn−1)=
(
dvn, dun, vn − λnun − dvn−1
)
,
where λn :Bn(X)→ Bn(Y ) is a cochain map induced by a continuous map ϕ :Y →X.
Note that, as in Lemma 3.2, we have the complexes
0 → M0(Y ϕ→X)→M1(Y ϕ→X)→M2(Y ϕ→X)→ ·· · , (4.1)
0 → EM0(Y ϕ→X)→EM1(Y ϕ→X)→EM2(Y ϕ→X)→ ·· · . (4.2)
Definition 4.2. The nth cohomology of the complex in (4.1) is called the nth relative
bounded cohomology of X modulo Y and is denoted by Ĥ n(Y ϕ→ X). Also the nth
cohomology of the complex in (4.2) is denoted by Ĥ n(EM(Y ϕ→X)).
We define the norm ‖ · ‖ on Mn(Y ϕ→X) (similarly on EMn(Y ϕ→X)) by setting∥∥(un, vn−1)∥∥=max{‖un‖,‖vn−1‖}.
Also, for every ω  0, we define the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) on Mn(Y ϕ→X) by setting∥∥(un, vn−1)∥∥=max{‖un‖, (1+ω)−1‖vn−1‖}.
Note that there is corresponding seminorm ‖ · ‖ on Ĥ ∗(EM(Y ϕ→ X)). Also there are
corresponding seminorms ‖ · ‖(ω) on Ĥ ∗(Y ϕ→ X) for every ω  0. Finally we define
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these norms ‖ · ‖(ω) on Ĥ ∗(Y ϕ→X) for all ω in the closed interval [0,∞] by passing to
the limits.
Proposition 4.1. Let ϕ :Y → X be a continuous map of spaces. Then the groups
Ĥ n(EM(Y
ϕ→X)) and Ĥ n(X) are isometrically isomorphic.
Proof. Note that there is a map λn :Bn(X)→ Bn(Y ) induced by the map ϕ :Y → X.
Then, as in Proposition 3.3, the natural projection map EMn(Y ϕ→X)→ Bn(X) induces
the isometrically isomorphic groups Ĥ n(EM(Y ϕ→X)) and Ĥ n(X). ✷
We remark that there is an exact sequence
0 →Mn(Y ϕ→X)→EMn(Y ϕ→X)→Bn(Y )→ 0
and it induces a long exact sequence
· · ·→ Ĥ n(Y ϕ→X)→ Ĥ n(X)→ Ĥ n(Y )→ Ĥ n+1(Y ϕ→X)→ ·· · . (4.3)
Recall that, as shown in Theorem 2.4, the group Ĥ ∗(X) is isomorphic with Ĥ ∗(π1X)
and this isomorphism carries the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(X) to the canonical seminorm on
Ĥ ∗(π1X). Thus it is natural to consider the relationship between Ĥ ∗(Y
ϕ→ X) and
the fundamental groups π1X and π1Y . Note that from the induced homomorphism
ϕ∗ :π1Y → π1X, we can define the relative bounded cohomology Ĥ ∗(π1Y ϕ∗−→ π1X).
Remark 4.1. Let π : X˜→X be a universal covering of X. As shown in Theorem 2.4, the
sequence
0 →R→B0(X˜)→ B1(X˜)→ B2(X˜)→·· · (4.4)
is a strong relatively injective π1X-resolution of the trivial π1X-module R. Also the
induced map π∗ :B∗(X) → B∗(X˜) establishes an isometric isomorphism B∗(X) →
B∗(X˜)π1X , so that the bounded cohomology Ĥ ∗(π1X) induced from the resolution in
(4.4) coincides with Ĥ ∗(X) as topological vector spaces.
Lemma 4.2. Let ϕ :Y →X be a continuous map of spaces. Let X˜→X and Y˜ → Y be the
universal coverings of X and Y respectively. Then the sequences
0 → R→B0(X˜)→B1(X˜)→ B2(X˜)→·· · ,
(4.2.1)
0 → R→B0(Y˜ )→ B1(Y˜ )→B2(Y˜ )→ ·· ·
are an allowable pair of resolutions for (π1X,π1Y ;R). Furthermore, the following
diagram (4.2.2) commutes:
Bn(X˜)π1X
λn
αn
B((π 1X)n+1)π1X
pn
ζn
Bn(X˜)π1X
λn
Bn(Y˜ )π1Y
γ n
B((π 1Y )n+1)π1Y
ηn
Bn(Y˜ )π1Y
(4.2.2)
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where αn (similarly γ n) and ζ n (similarly ηn) are defined by the same formulas in
Lemma 3.6 and Theorem 2.4, respectively, and the maps λn and pn are induced by a lifting
map λ : Y˜ → X˜ and ϕ∗ :π1Y → π1X, respectively.
Proof. We denote by G and A the fundamental groups π1X and π1Y , respectively. As
explained in Remark 4.1, the sequences in (4.2.1) are strong relatively injective G- and
A-resolutions, respectively. From Theorem 2.4 in [3], the contracting homotopy
0 ←R←B0(X˜)← B1(X˜)← ·· ·
is defined by using the cone construction Sn(X˜)→ Sn+1(X˜).
By a standard calculation, it is easy to check the map λn :Bn(X˜) → Bn(Y˜ ) is an
A-morphism and it commutes with the contracting homotopies. Thus the sequences in
(4.2.1) are an allowable pair of resolutions for (G,A;R). It follows from Lemma 3.6 that
the first square is commutative.
On the other hand, let σ :∆n → Y˜ be a singular simplex. Also let (a0, . . . , an) ∈ An+1
be such that σ(vi) ∈ an−i · · ·anY˜0, where Y˜0 ⊂ Y˜ is the set consisting of one element from
each π1Y -orbit (see Theorem 4.1 in [3]).
Note that, if σ(vi)= an−i · · ·any for some y ∈ Y˜0, then
λ
(
σ(vi)
)= λ(an−i · · ·any)= ϕ∗(an−i ) · · ·ϕ∗(an)λ(y). (4.2.3)
Also note that we have ηnpnf (σ) = pnf (a0, . . . , an) = f (ϕ∗(a0), . . . , ϕ∗(an)) and
λnζ nf (σ )= ζ nf (λ◦σ)= f (ϕ∗(a0), . . . , ϕ∗(an)),where the second equality follows from
the equation (4.2.3). This shows that the second square in (4.2.2) is commutative, so that
ηnpn = λnζ n. This finishes the proof. ✷
Theorem 4.3. Let ϕ :Y →X be a continuous map of spaces, and let ϕ∗ :π1Y → π1X be
an induced homomorphism. Then Ĥ n(Y ϕ→X) and Ĥ n(π1Y ϕ∗−→ π1X) are isometrically
isomorphic for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω ∈ [0,∞]. This isomorphism carries the
seminorm on Ĥ n(Y
ϕ→X) to the canonical seminorm on Ĥ n(π1Y ϕ∗−→ π1X).
Proof. Let G and A denote the groups π1X and π1Y , respectively.
Recall that the canonical seminorm on Ĥ n(A ϕ→ G) is induced by the complex
B(Gn+1)G ⊕ B(An)A. Let π1 : X˜→ X and π2 : Y˜ → Y be the universal coverings of X
and Y , respectively. By Remark 4.1, we can identify
Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y )= Bn(X˜)G ⊕Bn−1(Y˜ )A.
We prove that there are cochain maps
Φn :Bn
(
X˜
)G ⊕Bn−1(Y˜ )A → B(Gn+1)G ⊕B(An)A and
Ψ n :B
(
Gn+1
)G ⊕B(An)A →Bn(X˜)G ⊕Bn−1(Y˜ )A
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such that Ψ nΦn is chain homotopic to id and the norms satisfy ‖Φn‖ 1 and ‖Ψ n‖ 1.
We consider the commutative diagram in (4.2.2)
Bn(X˜)G
λn
αn
B(Gn+1)G
pn
ζn
Bn(X˜)G
λn
Bn(Y˜ )A
γ n
B(An+1)A
ηn
Bn(Y˜ )A
so that pnαn = γ nλn and λnζ n = ηnpn. Note that, from definitions, the maps ζ nαn and
ηnγ n are chain homotopic to idBn(X˜)G and idBn(Y˜ )A , respectively. Also they have the norms‖αn‖ 1, ‖ζ n‖ 1, ‖γ n‖ 1, and ‖ηn‖ 1.
We define Φn and Ψ n by the formulas
Φn
(
f,f ′
)= (αnf, γ n−1f ′) and Ψ n(u,u′)= (ζ nu,ηn−1u′).
It is easy to check that Φn commutes with the boundary operators. Also for every ω  0∥∥Φn(f,f ′)∥∥(ω) = ∥∥(αnf, γ n−1f ′)∥∥(ω)=max{∥∥αnf ∥∥, (1+ω)−1∥∥γ n−1f ′∥∥}
 max
{‖f ‖, (1+ω)−1∥∥f ′∥∥}= ∥∥(f,f ′)∥∥(ω).
Thus we have ‖Φn‖ 1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω 0.
By the same way, we can prove that Ψ n commutes with the boundary operators and it
has the norm ‖Ψ n‖ 1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω  0.
Finally, from definitions, the map ΦnΨ n is chain homotopic to the identity and so
Ĥ n(Y
ϕ→ X) and Ĥ n(π1Y ϕ→ π1X) are isomorphic. Also, since we have ‖Φn‖  1 and
‖Ψ n‖ 1 for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω  0, these groups are isometric for the norm
‖ · ‖(ω) for every ω 0 and so for all ω ∈ [0,∞] by passing to the limits. ✷
We recall that the group Ĥ ∗(X) is zero if π1X is amenable.
Corollary 4.4. Let ϕ :Y → X be a continuous map of spaces such that the fundamental
group π1Y is amenable. Then the groups Ĥ n(Y
ϕ→ X) and Ĥ n(X) are isometrically
isomorphic for the norm ‖ · ‖.
Proof. We have the following sequence of isometrically isomorphic groups
Ĥ n
(
Y
ϕ→X) ∼= Ĥ n(π1Y ϕ∗−→ π1X) by Theorem 4.3
∼= Ĥ n(π1X) by Corollary 3.17
∼= Ĥ n(X) by Theorem 2.4.
Thus the corollary follows. ✷
Theorem 4.5. Let ϕ :Y1 → X1 and ρ :Y2 → X2 be the continuous maps of spaces. Let
α :X1 →X2 and γ :Y1 → Y2 be the continuous maps of spaces such that α ◦ ϕ = ρ ◦ γ .
Let the induced homomorphisms α∗ :π1X1 → π1X2 and γ∗ :π1Y1 → π1Y2 be surjective
maps with amenable kernels. Then, for every ω ∈ [0,∞], the groups Ĥ n(Y2 ρ→ X2) and
Ĥ n(Y1
ϕ→X1) are isometrically isomorphic for the norm ‖ · ‖(ω).
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Proof. Let ϕ∗ :π1Y1 → π1X1 and ρ∗ :π1Y2 → π1X2 be the induced homomorphism by
ϕ and ρ, respectively. We consider the following diagram
π1Y1
ϕ∗
γ∗
π1Y2
ρ∗
π1X1
α∗ π1X2
It is clear that this diagram is commutative and the horizontal maps γ∗ and α∗ are surjective
maps with the amenable kernels. Thus we have the following sequences of isometrically
isomorphic groups
Ĥ n
(
Y2
ρ→X2
) ∼= Ĥ n(π1Y2 ρ∗−→ π1X2) by Theorem 4.3
∼= Ĥ n(π1Y1 ϕ∗−→ π1X1) by Theorem 3.16
∼= Ĥ n(Y1 ϕ→X1) by Theorem 4.3.
Hence the theorem follows. ✷
In the rest of this section, we consider a pair of spaces X and Y ⊂ X and denote it by
(X,Y ).
As in the ordinary cohomology, there is an exact sequence
0 → ker(pn) ↪→ Bn(X) pn−→Bn(Y )→ 0, (4.5)
where pn is defined as the restriction to Sn(Y ). We denote ker(pn) by Pn(X,Y ). Then
there is an induced sequence
0 → P 0(X,Y )→ P 1(X,Y )→ P 2(X,Y )→·· · (4.6)
which is obviously a complex. The nth cohomology of the complex in (4.6) is denoted by
Ĥ n(X,Y ).
For a pair of spaces (X,Y ), there is a natural norm ‖ · ‖ on P ∗(X,Y ) induced from
the norm ‖ · ‖ in B∗(X) by the inclusion P ∗(X,Y ) ↪→ B∗(X). Thus there is a natural
seminorm ‖ · ‖ on Ĥ ∗(X,Y ).
Note that the exact sequence in (4.5) induces a long exact sequence
· · ·→ Ĥ n(X,Y )→ Ĥ n(X)→ Ĥ n(Y )→ Ĥ n+1(X,Y )→·· · . (4.7)
As we will see in the next theorem, if ϕ :Y ↪→ X is an inclusion of a subspace Y
into X, then the groups Ĥ ∗(Y ϕ→ X) and Ĥ ∗(X,Y ) are isomorphic. Moreover, as the
same theorem shows, the natural seminorms on these groups are equivalent. Nevertheless,
there is no reason to expect that these norms are equal. From our point of view, the group
Ĥ ∗(Y ϕ→X) with its seminorm is more natural invariant of a pair of spaces (X,Y ) and we
consider it to be primary invariant.
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Theorem 4.6. Let (X,Y ) be a pair of spaces and ϕ :Y ↪→ X be an inclusion map. Then
there is an isomorphism Hn(β) : Ĥ n(X,Y )→ Ĥ n(Y ϕ→ X) which carries the seminorm
on Ĥ n(X,Y ) to a norm equivalent to the seminorm on Ĥ n(Y ϕ→X) as follows:
1
n+ 2
∥∥[f ]∥∥ ∥∥Hn(β)[f ]∥∥ ∥∥[f ]∥∥ for [f ] ∈ Ĥ n(X,Y ).
Proof. From definition, the group Ĥ n(Y ϕ→X) is the cohomology of the complex
Mn
(
Y
ϕ→X)= Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y ).
Also from Proposition 4.1, we can define the group Ĥ n(X) as the cohomology of the
complex
EMn
(
Y
ϕ→X)= Bn(Y )⊕Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y ).
We consider the following diagram (4.6.1)
0 → Pn(X,Y )
βn
in
Bn(X)
αn
pn
Bn(Y )→ 0
γ n
0 →Mn(Y ϕ→X) j
n
EMn(Y
ϕ→X) q
n
Bn(Y )→ 0
where αn(f ) = (pnf,f,0) and γ n = id and βn(f ) = (f,0). Then it is clear that this
diagram is commutative and it induces the following diagram
→ Ĥ n−1(Y )
Hn−1(γ )
Ĥ n(X,Y )
Hn(β)
Ĥ n(X)
Hn(α)
Ĥ n(Y )→
Hn(γ )
→ Ĥ n−1(Y ) Ĥ n(Y ϕ→X) Ĥ n(X) Ĥ n(Y )→
Note that the maps H ∗(γ ) and H ∗(α) are (isometric) isomorphism. So the map H ∗(β) is
an isomorphism.
Since ‖βn(f )‖ = ‖(f,0)‖ = max{‖f ‖,0} = ‖f ‖, we have ‖βn‖ = 1 and so the map
Hn(β) has the norm ‖Hn(β)‖ 1.
Let [f,f ′] ∈ Ĥ n(Y ϕ→X) and we represent it by a cocycle(
f,f ′
) ∈Mn(Y ϕ→X)= Bn(X)⊕Bn−1(Y ).
For simplicity, we denote every boundary operator by the same notation d . From the
definition of the boundary operator, we have
0 = dn(f,f ′)= (dnf,−pnf − dn−1f ′), so that
dnf = 0 and pnf =−dn−1f ′.
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Since the map pn−1 is surjective, we can choose an element f ′′ ∈ Bn−1(X) such that
pn−1f ′′ = f ′ and ‖f ′′‖ = ‖f ′‖. Then
pn
(
f + dn−1f ′′) = pnf + pndn−1f ′′ = pnf + dn−1pn−1f ′′
= pnf + dn−1f ′ = 0
and so f + dn−1f ′′ ∈ Pn(X,Y ). Also dn(f + dn−1f ′′) = 0 and so f + dn−1f ′′ is a
relative cocycle. It is easy to check (Hn(β))−1[f,f ′] is represented by this relative cocycle
f + dn−1f ′′. Notice that∥∥f + dn−1f ′′∥∥  ‖f ‖ + ∥∥dn−1∥∥∥∥f ′′∥∥ ‖f ‖+ (n+ 1)∥∥f ′∥∥
 (n+ 2)max{‖f ‖,∥∥f ′∥∥}= (n+ 2)∥∥(f,f ′)∥∥
and so ‖(Hn(β))−1[f,f ′]‖ (n+ 2)‖[f,f ′]‖.
Thus, for [f ] ∈ Ĥ n(X,Y ), we have
1
n+ 2
∥∥[f ]∥∥ ∥∥Hn(β)[f ]∥∥ ∥∥[f ]∥∥.
This finishes the proof. ✷
Corollary 4.7. The groups Ĥ ∗(X,Y ) and Ĥ ∗(π1Y
ϕ∗−→ π1X) are isomorphic and this
isomorphism carries the seminorm on Ĥ ∗(X,Y ) to a seminorm equivalent to the canonical
seminorm on Ĥ ∗(π1Y
ϕ∗−→ π1X).
Proof. From Theorem 4.3, the groups Ĥ ∗(Y ϕ→ X) and Ĥ ∗(π1Y ϕ∗−→ π1X) are
isometrically isomorphic. Hence it follows from Theorem 4.6. ✷
Corollary 4.8. Let (X,Y ) be a pair of spaces and let the fundamental group π1Y be
amenable. Then the groups Ĥ n(X,Y ) and Ĥ n(X) are isomorphic and the seminorms are
equivalent.
Proof. Let ϕ :Y ↪→X be an inclusion map. From Theorem 4.6, the groups Ĥ n(X,Y ) and
Ĥ n(Y
ϕ→X) are isomorphic and the seminorms are equivalent.
Since π1Y is amenable, the groups Ĥ n(Y
ϕ→ X) and Ĥ n(X) are isometrically
isomorphic by Corollary 4.4. Hence the groups Ĥ n(X,Y ) and Ĥ n(X) are isomorphic
and the seminorms are equivalent. ✷
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